
Earthrise, as seen by the Apollo astronauts on the Moon. Ironically, it has only been

since we left our planet that we have really begun to understand it.
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Iron "drops" follow gravity and

accumulate towards the

core. Lighter materials, such as

silicate minerals, migrate

upwards in exchange.

Gravitational differentiation

Present Temp.

Past Temp.

Future Temp.

Fe melting curve

Thermal evolution



Earthquake waves tells us about the

internal structure, boundaries between

different layers and their velocities

Probing the  earth 
using earthquake waves



Two important consequences of the 
thermal structure- both essential for life

Earth's magnetic field is

generated by fluid motions

in the core, much like a self-

sustaining dynamo that.

Magnetic field

Plate Tectonics

Plate motions originate due to the

convection currents from the mantle.



The northward movement of India and collision ~ 40 million years ago has given

rise to the Himalaya. Movement continues at the rate of ~20 mm/year, giving rise

to frequent large earthquakes. These estimates are based on GPS vectors.

Plate motions lead to collision of plates, where they

converge and such convergent margins generate large

earthquakes.



The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s 
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC): “significant earthquakes”
between 2150 BC and AD 2013

an undesirable consequence of plate motions!

We are here

Let us explore what happens here

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/hazard/hazards.shtml


• Some specific examples where recent earthquakes have given insights on 

the mechanisms on earthquake source processes and tsunami generation.

• Source models are based on teleseismically recorded global data 

(displacement records). Assumptions made on material properties.

• Outcome: source models that provide magnitude, depth, rupture direction, 

spatial pattern of slip, moment rate function etc…

• Tsunami modeling used displacement field modelled from seismologic data 

and shallow water equations.

In this presentation we will look at…



Moment inversion output: waveform match

Ref: Kikuchi and Kanamori, 1991, 2003

Expected Results from source

modeling:

• Source parameters, magnitude, moment

release and slip history

• Orientation and geometry of faults

• Depth distribution of slip

• Fault interactions (static stress changes)
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Nature of data used



Essence of waveform modeling



1945, M 8.0 is the largest known recent  earthquake. It generated 

tsunamis that are reported to have attained 8-10 m height in the 

Gulf of Kutch (based on models by Tad Murthy) 



The Times of India, Thursday, Nov 28, 1945

Versova Creek is the  Present Malad Creek



Computed and observed (Tide gauges)  arrival times 

misfit: 17-29 min. A landslide triggering mechanism 

has been suggested (Rajendran et al., 2008)  

Wedge

Destabilization of wedge, a potential mechanism?

Eurasia Plate

Arabia Plate



• ~ 200 km from the MSZ trench; ~ 12 km

depth (Harvard CMT).

• Generated a tsunami ~500 km from the

epicentre; source believed to be a

submarine slide ~ 60 km off the coast of

Jiwani (Heidarzadeh and Satake, 2014;

Hoffmann et.al., 2014)

Source model for Mw 7.8, 2013 
Balochistan earthquake

Mw 7.8, 2013 Balochistan

• Pure thrust (Mw 7.71); Fault planes: strike

223°, dip 39°, rake 9°

• Net moment of 0.455E+20 Nm; released in just

over ~80 seconds; Multiple bursts of energy;

possible subevents

• Maximum up-dip slip: ~4.0 m

Influence on the wedge? 13



Significant earthquakes in the Himalaya and GPS convergence rates

1934

MHT is the detachment
plane where great
earthquakes originate
and rupture propagates
to the south

Eurasia Plate

Indian Plate



2015 Nepal earthquakes (Mw 7.8, Mw 7.3, 2015)

• South eastward propagation of aftershocks; abrupt termination ~86°E.

• Major fault lines and the trace corresponds with InSAR deformation

Detachment plane

But this time there was no southward rupture, but southeastward



• Pure thrust ; Mw 7.85; Fault plane; strike

293°, dip 7°, rake 103°

• Net moment release of 0.753E+21 Nm;

release over 70-80 s

• Maximum slip: 4.175 m, ~40 km

southeast of the epicenter

• Average slip: 0.1003 m

• Slip vectors directed up-dip

Mw 7.8 Mw 7.3

• Pure thrust; Mw 7.19; Fault plane:

strike 312°, dip 11°, rake 131°

• Net moment of 0.775E+20 Nm;

released in ~50 seconds

• Slip distribution is highly localized

(40 x 28 km2) around the source

• Maximum up-dip slip: 3.36 m.

Parameswaran and Rajendran, 2016

Constraining ruptures through source models: Wave form inversion



Slip models of the 2015 earthquakes

suggest diverse styles of faulting for

the two earthquakes.

The first one showed a

southeastward propagating rupture.

The second one had a highly

localized rupture.

Overall, neither the aftershocks, nor

the rupture reached the MFT, which

is why there was no damage in the

Indian Plains.

Slip models and aftershock growth





Indo-Burman Range (IBR): Prediction 

of a great earthquake

No great earthquakes on the IBR

in the recent/historic times.

Mw 6.7, 2016

Geodetic slip vectors assuming that the plate 
boundary  Is locked.



The important question here is if the subduction zone is locked or if is 
aseismically slipping?

Can the sediments be assumed to follow the same deformation as the 
basement?

Model assumes active E-W convergence.

(Steckler et al., 2016)



Occasional moderate earthquakes

mostly sly from bending events at

(25-75 km). Direction of

compression, NE-SW and nor E-

W as would be expected for

India-Burma convergence

Seismological evidence does not 
support active convergence



The 2004 Sumatra-Andaman (SA) Earthquake

Generated a transoceanic tsunami.

Challenge here is to use the recorded 
wave forms to model the source

Initial models start with displacements 
inferred from seismologic evidence



INVERSION OVERVIEW



OKADA

Vertical Displacement

Note : Horizontal Displacement 
need for high Bathymetry gradient 
regions

Figures from Hirata et al., 2006

Uplift/Ocean Bottom Deformation



Figure from Shearer and Bürgmann, 2010

Satellite Altimetry



Evolution : Moment Magnitude



Evolution : Seismic Moment



Variances : Slip



Variances : Rupture Velcoity



Summary

• The Geopohysical environment defined mostly by the India-

Eurasia collision poses several modeling challenges

• Models that can explain slip/strain transfer across

boundaries can possibly help explain movement of the

sediment wedges, locked/unlocked status of collision zones.

These would refine the geodetic slip models

• Tsunami source inversion from satellite altimetry or tide

gauges (prone to more errors die to near shore

amplification) provide inputs for tsunami warning systems



The presentation here is based on the work of :
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Thank you


